








EDITORIAL  This time I would like to remember two 'Other
Systems' men who died recently, Karl Debik in July, aged 82,
and Josep Bernal Moreno in February, aged 87.

Karl was a well known German collector of constructional
sets, and while always a STABIL-boy at heart, in his working
life he became a university professor of child psychology. He
will  be best known to most readers for his contributions to
Baukästen,  which  drew  on  his  in-depth  knowledge  of  the
history and development of  all  types of  constructional  toys.
After  his  retirement  he  achieved  a  dream by  founding  the
Bauspielhaus  museum,  (www.bauspielhaus.de)  in  his  home
town of  Löbau.  It  has  a  display which  includes  many  rare
items but children can also play with 'old-fashioned' toys. Karl
regarded toys as a bridge to connect people of different ages
and of different countries.

Josep was a great MECCANO and Other
Systems enthusiast and his models will long
be  remembered by  those  lucky  enough  to
have seen them. Many were of conventional

subjects  but  my  favourite  was  a  very
large  model  of  an  ornate,  wrought
iron,  street  lamp  bracket  standard,
beautifully  detailed  and  finely
modelled, a joy to behold. In lighter
vein I'll also remember the bottle of
his  'Hornby'  whisky  (left)  that  he
once gave me - I said I'd keep it and
we'd  drink  to  Meccano  in  its
centenary  year.  For  one  reason  or
another that didn't happen but as a
happy  result  I  still  have  it  as  a
souvenir  of  a  great  guy.  Here's  to
your memory Josep.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.
1. The two DAN DARE Noses below are identical except for
their 'windows'.  The one on the left is probably the original
type & the 15 pane pattern is painted on (or perhaps it is 3
transfers).  This  is  the  type  shown  in:  the  1953  advert
announcing DAN DARE; in all the models in the manual; & in

the Illustrated Parts
(the drawing in the
latter is identical to
the one shown for
AJET  elsewhere  in
this  issue).  The
second type with 9
impressed panes is
the one much more
commonly  found,
and  is  the  pattern

shown in the Patent (see 14/366). The parts that contained
the first type of Nose were the remains of a Spaceship set and
apart from the Nose, were entirely as would be expected.

DAN DARE:  S1     [37/1100]

2. David  Hobson  showed me an unused,  still  strung,  No.2
KWIK BUILDER set. It corresponded almost exactly with the
one described in 28/827, including the manual, but the N&B
were different with an M4 thread instead of  5⁄32" BSW. The
details of the N&B were as before except that the CH Bolts had
6.9mm Ø heads and the Nuts were only 2.0mm thick.

KWIK BUILDER:  S3     [37/1100]

3. Another item from David, a 1920 PYFYLY Price List. The
sets are listed on the front, and are as on the 28/840 Leaflet
prior to the 1921 overprinting. On the back is a list of extra
parts packs Nos.1-12 and A-Y. #1-6 contain various mixes of
straight  Strips,  plus  Sleeves,  and  #7-12  likewise  but  with
curved  instead  of  straight  Strips.  The  lettered  packs  have
selections  of  the  metal  and  all  the  other  parts.  Even  a
summary would take too much space but I can send details to
anyone who needs them. #W-Y deserve mention though: they
are the fabric covered parts for Chairs, Armchairs, & a Table,
and each is said to be 'recouverte en soie impression exclusive'
which I take to mean 'covered in rayon (or possibly silk) with
an  exclusive  pattern'.  Though  hand  stitched  they  were  not
particularly expensive,  Fr.2.50 maximum compared with  the
other Packs at Fr.2 or Fr.2.50 for most, and up to Fr.5.50 for a
few. Sets 1-3 cost Fr.19.95, Fr.49, & Fr.99 at the time.

PYFYLY:  S6     [37/1100]

4. Snippet: MECANEX  This Swiss system was said to have
aluminium parts  and it  no  doubt  dates from WW2 or  soon
after. The makers name on the lid below is E. Musitelli & Cie.,

of Fleurier, a town some 40km north of Lausanne. The parts in
the box below mostly have a MÄRKLIN look to them though
the slotted end holes in the DAS are not echoed in the top
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EDITORIAL  As  noted  previously  PDF  files  load  relatively
quickly and are often more convenient to print out. So when I
update the Database & Index on the OSN website I shall use
this format.

It  would  also  be  possible  to  send  the  original  files  to
anyone by email and this would allow the recipient to print out
with whatever layout was desired, and also to sort and filter
the data as required. Let me know if you would like one or
both  of  the files  and in  which  format  – OpenOffice .sxc  or
Microsoft .xls.

Shorter NOTES, with thanks to all contributors.
1. Snippet.  The  DITMAR  Motor  The  account  of  this
Austrian system in 36/1079
included  a  rather  poor
photo  of  a  motor,  and  it
wasn't  certain  that  it  was
actually  a  Ditmar  product.
Right,  a  rather  clearer
image of one definitely sold
as  Ditmar,  and  as  can  be
seen  the  name  is  on  the
yellow  capacitor.  The  Ebay
offer  gave no  other  details
and unfortunately the front
end wasn't  shown.  To give
an idea of the Motor's size it will be recalled that the hole pitch
is 8.5mm.

DITMAR  S4            [42/1260]

2. Snippet. ARCHITECTOR Clips  This French system (see
39/1194)  has  card  Panels  held  to  metal  Brackets  by  Clips.
Below a packet of said Clips labelled 'No.15 Attaches' and the

name  along  the  bottom  is  Fernand  Nathan,  a  Parisian
publishing house.

ARCHITECTOR  S2             [42/1260]

3. The DAN DARE Rocket Set  This outfit, with its smaller,
1½" Ø, nickelled body parts, is the least well known of the DD
sets (see 14/366), and below photos of it from Gary Higgins.

Above are the parts as in MCS (taken from the manual) and
the main ones are individually strung or clipped to the backing
card. All the Fins are red and the small triangular pair, #10 &
11, are either side of the 4 black Tubes.

DAN DARE  S2             [42/1260]
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